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Abstract 
This paper outlines four experiments that investigate the ways that 
chords and chords progressions might cause listeners to hear a pulse 
as accented. In each experiment, listeners hear two alternating pulses 
and are asked to tap on the pulse they perceive as more accented. In 
Experiment 1, the initial pulse (what we call CASE A) sounded a 
major or minor triad that retained all but one of the pitch classes of 
the previous pulse (CASE B), while CASE B sounded a triad with two 
or three p.c.’s different from CASE A. Participants rated CASE B as 
accented significantly more frequently than CASE A, indicating that 
pitch-class change encouraged a feeling of accent. Triads have three 
ways they can transition to one another while changing only one 
pitch-class, and Experiment 2 tested whether these different 
progressions would be heard as differently accented. While we found 
no effect of transformation type, participants identified pulses 
hosting more major triads as the more accented. In order to determine 
whether particular root motions in of themselves might influence 
accent perception, Experiment 3 constructed a format such that CASE 
A would sound a major triad, and CASE B would sound a major triad 
rooted a third lower. Major versus minor thirds were used in different 
trials. No effect root motion was found. Finally, Experiment 4 
alternated major triads on CASE A and minor triads on CASE B. 
Participants chose major triads as more accented significantly more 
than minor triads. These findings suggest that pitch-class change 
influences whether listeners perceive a chord event as relatively 
accented, that the chord’s mode affect accents accent, but the root 
motion and distance by which p.c.’s change do not have a significant 
effect. These findings have implications on the overlap between 
harmony and meter, and the construction of triadic chord grammars. 
.  

Introduction  
 
Do particular chord progressions encourage listeners to 

hear pulses as accented? Corpus analyses of Western 
European common-practice tonal music have shown that 
certain chords tend to occur on strong beats (Prince and 
Schmuckler 2014), while music theory literature has focused 
on ways that harmonic events align with and support metric 
accents (Yeston 1975, Lerdahl and Jackendoff 1983, Mirka 
2009, Aldwell and Schachter, 2011). For over a century music 
psychologists have studied how pitch events like contour and 
grouping contribute to accent (Woodrow 1911, Huron & 
Royal, 1996, Acevedo et al., 2014), but the specific 
interactions of meter, harmony, and accent have begun to 
receive more attention in recent years. Prince, Thompson, and 
Schmuckler (2009), for instance, found that key orientation 
affected how participants metrically classified a stimulus, and 
Rosenthal and Hannon  (2016) similarly found that metrical 

position affects perceptions of tonal stability in both long- and 
short-term memory. In terms of chordal harmony, London, 
Himberg and Cross (2009) found that a melody’s implied 
harmonic prolongation influences a participant’s metric 
interpretation of a passage; White (2017) suggests that metric 
accent affects how listeners prefer to harmonize a melody.  

While this literature indicates that harmonic change can 
contribute to feelings of accent, little research has been done 
to pinpoint what particular attributes of harmony change are 
felt as accented, and whether different kinds of changes yield 
varying strengths of accents. This paper isolates specific 
aspects of harmonic change – namely chord quality, directed 
root motion, and the amount of pitch-class change – and tests 
their contribution to perceived accent by presenting listeners 
with alternating pulses that vary how these harmonic 
parameters are instantiated.  

General Method 
This study’s four experiments follow the same overall design 
and participants are tasked with the same basic tapping 
activity. In each experiment, listeners hear two alternating 
pulses and are asked to tap on the pulse they perceive as more 
accented. Each experiment, then, varies some harmonic 
component and tests its effect on participant responses.  

Participants 
 All participants were music majors, music minors, music 

graduate students, or otherwise self-identified as musicians at 
the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Participants 
indicated the number of years they had studied their 
instrument (1-5, 5-10, 10-15, 15+ years), and their gender 
identity. We did not exclude participants in one experiment 
from participating in later experiments. 

Stimuli 
The stimuli for each experiment were comprised of a 

computer-generated string of sounds that would alternate 
between two triads, designed to be heard as alternating strong 
and weak pulses. For consistency, we will call these CASE A 
and CASE B. All auditory stimuli were presented using in-
house software written in MaxMSP (Zicarelli, 1998), using a 
Macbook Air, 2015 (OS X 10.10.5). 

To remove any order effects, the program randomized 
which case was to be heard first, and the stimulus was faded 
in from silence into its final level of loudness over the first 10 
pulses until reaching the MIDI velocity value of 100, at which 
it remained for the duration of the test.  Participants were 
allowed to adjust the loudness to their comfort level during 
practice trials.  The key orientation (or pitch-class center) of 
the stimulus was randomized by adding a constant integer 



between 0 and 11 to the MIDI notes of a particular iteration of 
a trial, and MIDI patch 1 (concert piano) was used. Tempo 
was randomized between 120 and 140 beats per minute, a 
tempo chosen to encourage duple groupings (London, 2004).  
Each note’s duration was half of the inter-onset-interval (IOI).   

The absolute-pitch level of the notes comprising each 
pulse (i.e., the octave of each pitch class within some chord) 
was randomized between MIDI pitch 36 (C3) and 108 (C9).  
Each pitch’s octave was randomized independent of the other, 
therefore making chord inversion and voiceleading random. 

Statistics 
Throughout, the dependent variable was the ratio of the 

number of times participants chose CASE A to the number of 
choices made overall. ANOVAs were used to determine 
whether this ratio significantly changed between experimental 
and control/randomized conditions. Eta2 was used to estimate 
effect size. 

Procedure 
Participants were instructed to listen to the sequence and 

decide which pulse (CASE A or CASE B) they heard as more 
accented.  When they had come to a decision, they were to tap 
along with the accent pulse on a keyboard’s space bar to 
indicate their choice. The stimulus ended when the participant 
tapped 20 times.  

Participants responded using an external Apple Pro 
keyboard and listened with noise isolation headphones (Bose 
QuietComfort 35 wireless).  Each participant practiced the test 
once before trials were recorded; numbers of trials varied 
between experiments. Each person participated individually, 
and altogether the trials took between three and five minutes 
in total. The MaxMSP software determined whether a 
keystroke occurs during the IOI between when a chord begins 
and the initiation of the next chord, and the software recorded 
how often participants tapped during the IOI of each 
alternating pulse.  A participant was recorded to have selected 
the pulse on which they tapped more than 50% of the time.  

For comparison, each experiment also included a 
randomized baseline task. For statistical analysis, the initial 
pulse generated by the computer in these randomized tasks 
was tracked and heuristically equated with CASE A. 

Experiment 1 
Method 

This experiment investigated whether participants more 
often tapped on pulses that sound a major or minor triad and 
that either introduce relatively more new pitch classes 
compared to the previous pulse or introduce relatively fewer 
new pitch classes. Participants’ performance on this task was 
compared to a baseline/control condition in which major and 
minor triads were presented in a random order.  

Participants. 14 male, 15 female, and 1 GenderQueer 
student participated in return for a snack of their choice. Age 
ranged from 18 to 33 (median: 21).  Each participant engaged 
in six trials after one practice trial, with three trials in the 
experimental condition and three in the control condition. 

Stimuli. In the experimental condition, one pulse (CASE B) 
sounds a triad that shares two pitch classes with that of the 
previous pulse, while the alternating triad (CASE A) shares 

one or zero pitch classes with that of the previous triad.  Major 
and minor triads were used, but the universe of possible triads 
included only those within a particular major key. Key 
orientation and octave level for each pitch class were 
randomized.  Figure 1 shows a sample progression: the C-
major triad first shares two pitch classes with the E-minor 
triad (E and G), which itself shares no pitch classes with the 
following D-minor triad.  Given this series of alternating cases, 
participants would either tap on those pulses that shared more 
or fewer pitch classes with the surrounding triads.  

The control condition used the same set of major and 
minor triads as used in the experimental condition but ordered 
them randomly, prohibiting repeats. The initial pulse 
generated by the computer was tracked and heuristically 
equated with the pulse changing more pitch classes, CASE A.  

 

 
Figure 1.  A sample pattern from Experiment 1’s stimulus. 

Results 

Figure 2 shows the average participant responses divided 
by whether they heard the experimental or randomized 
condition. A one-way ANOVA using tapping preference as 
the dependent variable, experimental condition as the 
independent variable, and participant as a random factor was 
significant: F(1, 27)=1.1, p<.01, eta2 = .31. A three-way 
ANOVA that includes randomized/experiment condition, 
gender identity and training years returns the experimental 
condition as a significant factor: F(1, 45) = 11.1, p<.05, eta2 
= .20. 
 

 
Figure 2. Responses to CASE A given the experimental and 
control conditions in Experiment 1.  

Discussion 

These results indicate that participants tap on pulses on 
which more pitch classes change from the previous pulse 
rather than on pulses on which more pitch classes are retained, 
with a relatively large effect size. These findings suggest that 
moving to a harmony that involves a change of relatively 
more pitch classes indicates a stronger emphasis. 

Experiment 2 
Method 

When tracking the pitch-class change between two chords, 
we could not only ask whether a pitch class changes, but also 
by how much the change occurs. This experiment tested 
whether progressions that change the same number of pitch-



classes but change those pitch classes by different intervals 
would be heard as differently accented.  

Triads have three ways they can transition to one another 
while changing only one pitch class: moving the root up or 
down a third, and by switching the modal third of the triad. In 
some of these changes, there is a change of a whole step (i.e., 
moving the root of a major triad down a minor third to a 
minor triad and vice versa), while the other options change 
only a half step (see Cohn 1998). This experiment tested 
whether larger (whole-step) or smaller (half-step) changes had 
a stronger effect on participants’ assessments of strong pulses.  

Participants. 8 Females, 10 males, and 2 GenderQueer 
individuals participated in return for a snack of their choice. 
Age ranged from 19 to 28 (median: 20). Each participant 
engaged in ten trials after one practice trial, with five trials in 
the experimental condition and five in the control condition. 
Ordering of trials was randomized. (The increase in trial 
number was a result of a decreased hypothesized effect size.)  

Stimuli. Participants heard alternating pulses each 
sounding major or minor triads. One pulse was arrived at by 
transposing a single p.c. of the previous chord by whole-step 
(this was considered CASE A), while the other pulse was 
arrived at by a p.c. changing by half step (this was considered 
CASE B). This pattern of whole-step/half-step changes results 
in alternating major and minor triads with roots related by 
alternating ascending and descending thirds; whether the 
pattern began with an ascending or descending third and 
whether the pattern began on a major or minor triad was 
randomized. Figure 3 shows a sample pattern. The control 
condition presented random major and minor triads drawing 
from all 24 triads within the chromatic universe.   

 
Figure 3.  A sample pattern from Experiment 2’s stimulus. 
 

Results 
Figure 4 shows the average participant responses divided 

by experimental and control conditions. A one-way ANOVA 
using tapping preference for CASE A as the dependent variable, 
experimental condition as the independent variable, and 
participant identity as a random factor was not significant 
(eta2 = .02). A three-way ANOVA that includes 
randomized/experiment condition, gender identity and 
training years had no significant factors. However, as noted 
above, the pulses alternated between major and minor triads; 
Figure 3 also shows that participants more often selected the 
pulse on which the major triad occurred. (For this post-hoc 
analysis, the major-triad pulse was considered CASE A.) A 
one-way ANOVA using tapping preference for major triads as 
the dependent variable, experimental condition as the 
independent variable, and participant identity as a random 
factor was significant F(1, 17) = 6.866, p < .05, eta2 = .266. 
The effect of experimental condition is also significant in a 
three-way ANOVA that tested experimental condition, gender 
identity, and training years against participant responses: F(1, 
20) = 3.83, p < .05, eta2 = .161. Also as noted above, pulses 

alternated ascending and descending root motion; however  a 
one-way ANOVA using tapping preference for ascending 
thirds as the dependent variable, experimental condition as the 
independent variable, and participant identity as a random 
factor was not significant, nor was a three-way ANOVA 
including gender and training years.  
 

 
Figure 4. Responses To CASE A in the experimental and 
control conditions in Experiment 2. 

Discussion 

These results indicate that participants do not appear to tap 
on pulses on which more pitch classes change by whole steps 
versus half steps. Instead, the results appear to be explained 
by participants’ aligning major triads with relative accent.  
The direction of root motion was not found to significantly 
affect feelings of accent. However, this last finding requires 
more investigation: various interlocking factors could have 
confounded a root motion effect. In particular, the intervals 
separating the chords’ roots were both major and minor thirds, 
and both major and minor triads were used in the pattern. The 
next experiment, then, isolates these factors to test whether the 
direction of root motion by third does indeed affect the 
perception of accent.  

Experiment 3 
Method 

As discussed above, triads with roots related by major and 
minor third not only share pitch classes, but the pitch classes 
that change do so by half or whole step. This experiment 
isolated the effects of these third relations on feelings of 
accent by testing whether participants would tap more 
consistently on a pulse arrived at by a root motion descending 
or ascending a major or minor third.  

Participants. 17 Females, 22 males, and 1 GenderQueer 
respondent participated in return for a snack of their choice. 
Age ranged from 18 to 37 (median: 20). Each participant 
engaged in ten trials after one practice trial, with five trials in 
the experimental condition and five in the control condition. 
Ordering of trials was randomized. 20 participants were each 
randomly allocated to the major- and minor-third conditions. 

Stimuli. Participants heard alternating pulses such that one 
pulse sounded a major triad (CASE A), while the other pulse 
sounded a major triad rooted a third above (CASE B). In the 
experimental condition, participants either heard the chord 
roots separated by a major or minor third (i.e., third quality 
was constant throughout a single participant’s trials). Whether 
the pattern began with an ascending or descending third was 
randomized. Half of the participants heard triads rooted a 
major third apart; the other half heard triads rooted a minor 

C major  
triad

E minor 
triad

G major 
triad

B minor 
triad

Half-step 
change B→C

Whole-step 
change E→D

Half-step 
change G→F#



third apart. The control condition randomly presented major 
triads from the chromatic universe. 

Results 
Figure 5 shows the average participant responses divided 

by experimental and control conditions, first separating by 
major and minor thirds (in grey) and then pooling the 
experimental condition into a single category to compare with 
the randomized condition (in white). A one-way ANOVA 
using tapping preference for CASE A as the dependent variable, 
interval type (major/minor/random) as the independent 
variable, and participant identity as a random factor was not 
significant (eta2 = .024). A similar ANOVA that used the 
experimental/random conditions as the independent variable 
was also not significant (eta2 = .018). A three-way ANOVA 
that tested experimental condition, gender identity, and 
training years against participant responses returned no 
significant factors. 

 

 
Figure 5. Responses To CASE A in the experimental and 
control conditions. 

Discussion 
These results indicate that pulses alternating two major 

triads rooted a major or minor third apart do not consistently 
encourage a feeling of relative accent. This finding suggests 
that the root direction of third-based chordal relationships has 
little to do with listeners’ assessments of accent. It should be 
noted, as shown in Figure 5, that participants did tap less on 
the triad rooted a third lower (particularly rooted a minor third 
lower), just not significantly so. It is possible, then, that this 
root motion does encourage a feeling of accent, but with an 
effect size smaller and more fragile than could be detected in 
this experiment.  

Experiment 4 
Method 

This experiment isolated the modal component of triadic 
progressions by testing whether participants would more 
consistently tap on pulses sounding major triads or pulses 
sounding minor triads.  

Participants. 9 Females and 11 males participated in 
return for a snack of their choice. Age ranged from 18 to 34 
(median: 21). Each participant engaged in ten trials after one 
practice trial, with five trials in the experimental condition and 
five in the control condition. Ordering of trials was 
randomized. 

Stimuli. Participants heard alternating pulses such that one 
pulse sounded a major triad (CASE A), while the other pulse 
sounded a minor triad (CASE B). The control condition 

randomly presented major and minor triads from the 
chromatic universe. 

Results and Discussion 
Figure 6 shows the average participant responses within 

the experimental and randomized conditions. A one-way 
ANOVA using tapping preference for major triads (CASE A) 
as the dependent variable, experimental condition as the 
independent variable, and participant identity as a random 
factor was significant: F(1, 19) = 6.16, p < .05, eta2 = .245. A 
three-way ANOVA that tested experimental condition, gender 
identity, and training years against participant responses 
returned no significant factors. These results indicate that 
participants prefer to align accented pulses with major triads 
relative to minor triads. Notably, though this experiment’s 
major/minor alternation mimics that of Experiment 2, the 
effect size is smaller and the significance is more fragile.  

 

 
Figure 6. Responses to CASE A in Experiment 4’s  
experimental and random conditions. 

 

Conclusion 
This series of experiments investigated several parameters 

of chord progressions that might contribute to a relative 
feeling of accent. Experiment 1 showed that triads that change 
relatively more pitch classes are assessed as relatively more 
accented, while Experiment 2 found that the distance of these 
pitch-class changes (specifically, half-step versus whole-step 
changes) did not consistently encourage a feeling of accent. 
The experiment also raised the question of whether chord 
qualities – specifically major versus minor triads – and 
directions of root motion – specifically, third relations – might 
contribute to feelings of accent. Experiment 3 therefore tested 
whether ascending or descending major or minor thirds 
contributed to feelings of accent: no effects were found. 
Experiment 4 then tested whether pulses sounding major or 
minor triads were more frequently chosen as strong beats: 
major triads were more often chosen.  

These findings show ways that particular harmonic 
qualities and particular harmonic changes contribute to accent. 
In aggregate, this study suggests that participants prefer to 
align accent with pulses that both a) change more pitch classes 
from adjacent pulses and b) sound major triads more often 
than minor triads.  

Some more subtle interpretations can be read from our 
data as well. For instance, comparing the results of 
Experiment 2 with Experiment 4, the preference for accented 
major triads appears to somewhat diminish in a less structured 
context. This suggests that the preference for aligning accent 
with major triads might be more strongly activated by chord 
progressions that are more similar to (and ecological 



approximations of) music with which our participants are 
familiar. Additionally, the strongest effect size was seen in 
Experiment 1: this suggests that the most robust conveyor of 
harmonic accent may be pitch-class change.  

In Experiment 3, we also saw a smaller and insignificant 
effect of root motion on accent assessment. However, Figure 5 
visually suggests that when triadic roots are related  by minor 
third, the higher of the two is felt as accented: if the same 
arose with a doubled participant size, the mean would be 
considered significantly different. It is possible, then, that 
triads rooted a minor third higher than the surrounding triad 
are heard as very mildly accented. 

Provocatively, both meter and chord progressions are 
linear events, and this study suggests that they might interact 
to determine the kinds of pitch events that occur adjacent to 
one another. It is possible that preferences to align certain 
harmonic events with accented pulses and other events with 
unaccented pulses could contribute to what chords follow 
other chords in tonal-music grammars. In other words, it is 
possible that conventional tonal harmonic grammars could be 
at least partially predicted by alternations of strong/weak 
pulses that change relatively more pitch classes on – and align 
more major triads with – accented pulses. This kind of 
speculation remains for future research. 

While this study pinpoints certain harmonic parameters 
associated with strong beats, it does not determine why those 
associations exist. It is possible that humans are more 
predisposed to hear certain structures as aligning with strong 
beats (Large et al. 2016), but it is also possible that we learn 
expectations about these harmonic/accent expectations by 
being exposed to repertoires with these associations embedded 
within them (Saffran 1999, Prince, Thompson, & Schmuckler 
2009, Louie et al. 2010, Louie 2012).  

Finally, it should be acknowledged that meter is a complex 
phenomenon that has various interlocking levels (Cohn 2001, 
London 2004) and various interacting and competing 
parameters (Lerdahl and Jackendoff 1983, Krebs 1999). While 
this paper studies consistently and regularly accented pulses, it 
remains for future studies to investigate the complexities of 
meter, accent, and their relationships. However, we believe 
our current design highlights several ways in which harmonic 
events can express consistent and discernable accents.  
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